2003 cr-v

Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides
consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions
about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested
in and then select a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for
sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the
AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for
the Used Honda CR-V. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably
tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided
you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a
few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month
basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so.
Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise
this car. Limited off-road ability. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale.
Edmunds' Expert Review. The longtime benchmark of the "soft roader" mini-SUV class. Drive it.
You'll like it. Read more. Write a review See all reviews. I hate to sell this car after 13 years of
great service. When I went to buy another Honda CRV stick with a winner , there was another
car on the lot just like mine except it had automatic transmission and mine was manual. It had ,
miles on it. In addition, I see many of that model on the road after all these years. I wish I could
buy another but brand new. Read less. Have had my CR-V for 3 years now, and it has generally
been an excellent vehicle. It is used mostly for daily work commuting about 25 miles round trip ,
in a hilly, city environment. Also used as 2nd vehicle to carry our 3 kids, and for carrying
tailgating equipment during football season Roll Tide! Best Car I have Ever Owned! The only
complaint I have is the driver side door lock actuator which needed replacement and apparently
has been an issue with this year Honda. However, when I decided to buy a new car for business
needs, I choose another CRV without hesitation. I dread the day I have to replace it. This is the
best car I have ever purchased!!!! I bought my Cr-V brand new and 9 years later have put , miles
on it. I have had no major repair issues that are not associated with normal wear and tear. I put
mainly highway miles on it in New England with snow, ice, road salt, and a heavy lead foot
without a problem. It drives like a dream and I have no issues with noise. I have been rearended
on the highway 3 times and only sustained significant damage with the 3rd accident. This car is
very well built and incredibly safe. I wish Honda still made them the same way. Write a review.
Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS
Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 3.
Sponsored cars related to the CR-V. Sign Up. Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle
History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing Details. Waterproof rear storage well, Variable
pwr rack-and-pinion steering, Tachometer. Buy it for wholesale before it goes to auction. Again,
please verify vehicle is available and in stock. They sell fast!!! Recent Arrival! Here is Honda
reliability, very nice SUV, in a price that's affordable, come in and take a look, you may be
driving your next SUV home today, so don't wait. Good with numbers, better with people! Credit
Challenged? Give us a try! Free carfax report at I don't think so. At least not very much! Ready
for anything!!! Please verify any information in question with St Cloud Hyundai. Vehicle photos
are representative of make model trim exterior color and interior color. Additional equipment
seen may vary. Click the window sticker button to see the full list of included equipment. See
dealer for details. Some rebates you must qualify for. Occasionally pricing data errors and
omissions may occur on various vehicles and offers. Upon notification such errors and
omissions will be promptly removed or fixed. Vehicle photos are representative of make, model,
trim, exterior color and interior color. Occasionally, pricing, data errors and omissions may
occur on various vehicles and offers. Upon notification, such errors and omissions will be
promptly removed or fixed. Best of all the price you see is the price you pay. No haggling. No
back and forth. No pressure. And this price is so good it is guaranteed. Subject to certain terms
and conditions. See store for details. Some restrictions apply. Disinfectant methods or claims
should not be deemed to state or imply these products can eliminate or prevent transmission of
any virus, illness or disease. Odometer is miles below market average! New vehicles may
include any and all Chevrolet Rebates. Honda Marysville has the used cars Columbus, Ohio
shoppers trust for safety, reliability and service. Mojave Mist Metallic exterior and Saddle
interior. That means we respect your time, treat you like a neighbor and listen to what you are
looking for and then give you straightforward information you need to make an intelligent
decision. We proudly serve our neighbors in Roseburg and the surrounding I-5 corridor
communities of Sutherlin, Winston, Green and even Eugene. Price does not include a charge for
0. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show
only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local
listings. Year s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Engine and Drivetrain Transmission Automatic

8, Manual 7. Engine Type Gas 8, Cylinders 4 cylinders 8, Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details
Listings with recent price drops. Recently added listings. Are You Getting a Good Deal? No
accidents. Know The Deal. Title issue. Showing 1 - 18 out of 9, listings. Overall Consumer
Rating. I hate to sell this car after 13 years of great service. When I went to buy another Honda
CRV stick with a winner , there was another car on the lot just like mine except it had automatic
transmission and mine was manual. It had , miles on it. In addition, I see many of that model on
the road after all these years. I wish I could buy another but brand new. Read more. Read less.
Sign Up. Pros See above review Reliable, economic, reasonable to maintain. Cons None really.
Cons As with many older vehicles, more maintenance. Cons Uncomfy seats Road noise. Pros
Gas is great and like the huge trunk and has a cool drawer under passenger seat that's useful.
Cons It's pretty old being a so lots of stuff needs fixing. Will travel on any road condition. All
wheel drive is great. Cons None that I have ever thought of. Pros Everything works Cons The
interior noise level is rather high. It's not exactly "fun to drive. Cons -had to replace the air
conditioner compressor TWICE very expensive, and Honda did not take responsibility for the
original repair - too many Takata recalls on airbags -could use some technical upgrades newer
models have them -door locks have had problems. Pros Marvelous for carrying cargo like
suitcases and machines of various kinds. Loads and unloads very simply with no back strain.
AWD is great for Michigan driving - or winter driving. Driver visibility is excellent. Cons After 14
years and , miles the front seats are beginning to sag. Really I never have anything but love for
this car! Pros Very Reliable except as noted in Cons. Pros Dependable even though it's getting
old. Cons Once mileage starts getting up there, it becomes very expensive. Cons Seats not
comfy, road noise. Pros We have been very satisfied with this vehicle. It is very easy for my wife
to get in and is built high enough off the road for good visibility. That was one of the features we
were looking for, easy in and out. Pros I like the body style with a lot of full size windows. I don't
like the styling of the present versions of the Honda CRV--little windows in the back seat area.
Cons I think the rear view mirror was installed upside down. Several times it has fallen off. Also,
the seatbelts are supposed to have a life time warranty but Honda wouldn't replace them when
they wouldn't retract properly. Will probably consider a Toyota next time. Write a review Top.
Sign In. Honda of Bellingham Iowa St. Bellingham, WA Highly recommend taking your car there!
SureCritic Makes Honda CR-V Write a Review. Category Summary Avg. Reviews Most recent
Most recent Highest rating Lowest rating. Verified Owner. Tough as nails and sweet as
cheesecake. The reliability of this car is outstanding. I have put my car through heck and back
and never has she let me down. I love this car and if she ever dies I will get another CR-V to
replace her. Two family members have purchased the Honda CRVs used, a and Both clean little
vehicles. While they both have had to put some repairs into their cars, it has been routine
maintenance wear n tear stuff. Neither car has broken down. With a little love and care these
little cars just go and go. Reliable, paint job has lasted very well for 17 yo car Picnic table under
the back storage is clever, have not used it a lot I love the fact I have a table I can use for road
trips, etc. Perfect size SUV. Easy vehicle to drive, good on gas, plenty of room for extras. Love
the moon roof, and easy access to the back, as the spare is on the outside. Check engine light,
brake light, abs light are constant issues with this car. Poor previous owner maintenance or
high mileage. Gas consumption increases considerably when having performance issues.
Always check the maintenance log or reduce the price to anticipate upcoming repairs. Pros Its a
honda. Cons Sensor errors galore. I am so glad we bought this car in ! It now has over , miles
on it. Repairs have been minimal until lately, but I do not think it is unreasonable to need a new
starter or work on the engine valves at this point. Only negative is the road noise. Seats are a bit
stiff, esp in the back. This was a awesome car when it was newer just needs a lot of work now
nothing major but you always end up paying in the end if you don't pay in the beginning but the
car is really good on gas and after I fix a few things I feel like it will be a very dependable car he
does. A dream vehicle that is absolute best I have every owned. Nothing else needs to be said.
Don't you agree? With a hundred and twenty thousand miles, my CR-V is really priceless.
Honda builds its autos to last and last. I hope to get another hundred and twenty thousand
miles out of her. I don't care how old she is, she's a workhorse. I love my Honda CR-V. I would
recommend this vehicle to anyone in the market searching for a new vehicle. There is plenty of
room for traveling, enough room for your family, friend's and it will accommodate their
belongings. Great for taking our Golden Retriever on a ride with room leftover. I love the size,
not to big nor to small. I would recommend to anyone in the market. Pros Overall a great car!
Cons I have no cons. I've had this car for 14 years I love it Every mechanic I've ever gone to has
told me not to sell it, and if I do, to keep it in the family I bought my Hond new. I followed the
maintenance recommendations and I have had marvelous service from my Honda. I drive it all
over the country and it always performes beautifully. I never worry when on a trip. I've never
had a car for 15 years. Honda must make good cars! It's been a great buggy. I bought my car

used and have felt it was a good deal overall for what I got. It has been through a lot with me
and I've put quite a few miles on it in the last year. Due to the added mileage and age related
wear and tear, I think it may just be a better financial decision to think about getting another car
instead of constantly having to put in a fairly large amount of money into it every few months.
Pros Easy to maintain, but Great car. It's my third one. Hubby drives my older CR-V.. Runs
great! Wish I had a new one. Great investment. Hardly any problems. Love my Honda! We
bought our CR-V new and have had is serviced by Ron Tonkin--life-time service agreement--as
needed since then. We have been satisfied or you would have been advixed of or
dis-satisfaction. I've been very satisfied with the car which is almost 14 years old. It was
recommended to me by a friend who was trading in his Honda CRV for a brand new one--I think
he got , miles on it and could have gone longer but wanted a new car. Mine is at , miles, and my
mechanic says I can probably get another , or , miles on it. You have no vehicle information
saved in your Honda Owners account. The Owner's Manual explains the various features and
functions of your Honda, offers operation tips and suggestions for vehicle care and
maintenance, provides specific details on safety systems, and includes comprehensive
technical specifications. If your vehicle is equipped with a navigation system, a navigation
manual with detailed instructions, settings, and other information is also available. To purchase
printed manuals, you can order online or contact:. Delivery time is approximately five weeks. To
save paper and time, you can download the latest manuals now. Need more help? Contact your
local Honda dealer for assistance. Choose a Year and Model to View YEAR MODEL. These files
contain detailed information about your vehicle, and can be downloaded, searched, and printed.
The Owner's Guide provides a quick how-to on basic functions and features. Coverage and
terms of your vehicle's warranties, including general provisions, new vehicle limited warranty,
emissions, tires and accessories warranties, replacement parts and more. Details can be found
in the Warranty section. A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been
stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls.
For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and
has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that
has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of
used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In
addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their
customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records,
CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including
government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships,
insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has
collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price
was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
maytag neptune washer parts diagram
2005 honda pilot exhaust system diagram
free volvo wiring diagrams mirror
d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

